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Storage of Oceanographic Observations at 
light-vessels and Coastal Stations in the 





Coastal Stations in the
Observations at Light-vessels and 
Baltic and the Transition-Area.
by
Artur Svansson
This is a short compilation of all the oceanographical observations 
at light-vessels and coastal stations which were and are still being carried 
out in the Baltic and its transition to the sea. The Tables 1-10 present
1) The name of the light-vessel or coastal station. Only Finnish coastal 
stations and Bornö (Sweden) have been included. (Banish station e.g. from, 
which only surface observations are reported are therefore excluded).
2) Observing period. For Swedish and Finnish stations the periods are 
given in years only. For Danish stations further data are presented but 
still not the periods when the light-vessels were in habor due to ice.
3) The national punch cards or mag. tape and WDC-A mag. tape. While most 
results are published, they are usually punched or put on mag, tape only 
in part, WDC-A have some data in their files, information of which appears 
in the last column. A copy of the mag. tapes with data from our region 
has very kindly been sent to the Fishery Board of Sweden.
The maps presented as Fig:s 1 - 5 shows positions of nearly all the 
stations of the tables. (The maps include some information irrelevant 
to this paper, e.g. sections for water level computations, and water level 
stations,)
A few' references to publications presenting the mean values are given 
below. The Danish publication of 1933 contains data for the period between 
approximately 1903 and 1930, while the mean values for the period 1931 ~
I960 can be found in recent ordinary publications.
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legends to the Maps.
Lightship
o Coastal station 
+ Open sea station 
PB ~ Pemarn Belt 
R = River
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